FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Zoom Delivers a Seamless Audio Solution for Google’s Jump
New firmware for the Zoom H2n Handy Recorder opens the possibility of
spatial audio recording to millions of creators worldwide

Ronkonkoma, New York - May 13, 2016 —
Zoom Corporation has collaborated with Google on an
update for the Zoom H2n Handy Recorder that gives
content creators a streamlined and easy-to-use solution
for recording and outputting spatial audio files for VR
applications. The Zoom H2n is the only handheld
recorder that captures four-channel surround sound
audio, making it the perfect solution for creating spatial
audio files for Google’s Jump platform.

Google’s Jump platform makes it possible for viewers to experience a place like they’re
actually there, through VR videos and surround sound audio. To help content creators
make videos for the platform, Google has developed a specialized Jump camera rig
consisting of 16 camera modules organized in a circular array. When deployed as part of
the Jump camera rig, the Zoom H2n recorder sits in the center of the circular multicamera array, making its compact size an essential feature. The Jump Assembler (using
Google’s cloud) then uses advanced computing power to assemble 16 pieces of video
into a stereoscopic VR video ready for YouTube.

The H2n Handy Recorder now offers unique features for capturing spatial audio, a nextgeneration surround sound compression format that allows content creators to extract
and separate four individual audio tracks. Just like 360-degree videos provide an
immersive visual experience, spatial audio helps viewers hear the depth, distance, and
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intensity of a place. Using the H2n recorder, creators can capture four surround sound
audio tracks—left, right, forwards, and backwards—to go along with the stereoscopic VR
video. When viewers watch the video on YouTube, they can change the direction of
sound as they move through the VR environment.

The new H2n firmware update allows content creators to capture a single four-channel
multi-track wave file that includes Omni, Left/Right, and Forward/Backward tracks.
YouTube now offers native support for the spatial audio format, and audio recorded with
H2n in “Spatial Audio” mode will be automatically decoded for playback on the site.

The new VR firmware update for the Zoom H2n Handy Recorder is now available for
download at https://zoom-na.com/H2n

To learn more about the Google’s Jump platform, visit:
https://www.google.com/get/cardboard/jump/

To learn more about spatial audio, visit:
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/6395969?hl=en

About Zoom North America:
Zoom North America is the U.S. affiliate for products manufactured by the Zoom Corporation (Japan).
The company prides itself on offering its customers the very highest level of service and support.
info@zoom-na.com | Tel: 631-542-5270 | Fax: 631-542-5299
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